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Jung's lectures at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH): 






On Friday, October 20th, 1933, from 6:00 - 7:00 p.m., C. G. Jung gave his first 
lecture as a lecturer at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH), Zurich.  The 
official lecture list announced Jung's course "Modern Psychology" as part of the "general 
division", that is, as a possible choice for all regular scholars at the ETH who had to com-
plete their curricula with some subjects of their choice from the general course of studies 
in the human sciences (Ageists-,  Social/ and Staatswissenschaften).  These courses were 
traditionally open for the general public, who could register as guest auditors.  Jung was 
appointed as professor at the ETH in 1935 and lectured there until the summer of 1941. 
The special academic conditions of the ETH as well as the date of Jung's begin-
ning of lecturing at the end of 1933 were quite critical.  Thirty years previously he had 
been appointed as lecturer (Privatdozent) of the Medical Faculty of the University of Zu-
rich; as lecturer in psychiatry he lectured on hysteria and Freud's theories for medical 
students and also gave an open seminar for a general audience each semester.  Twenty 
years earlier, in 1913, after his friendship and collaboration with Freud broke down, Jung 
withdrew from the psychoanalytical organization which he had basically founded and 
directed as president, and submitted his resignation from his academic appointment in 
order to "concentrate more on his private practice." 
The circumstances of Jung's request to take up his academic career 20 years later 
in 1933 are not yet fully researched.  Since 1909, when he has resigned from his position 
as resident doctor under Eugen Bleuler at the Bürgholzli, the mental hospital of the Uni-
versity of Zürich, he had worked in his private practice in Küsnacht near Zurich as a psy-
chiatrist who focused his independent studies in the field of what Bleuler termed "depth 
psychology."  His growing reputation was mainly advanced by influential American pa-
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tients, such as Edith McCormick Rockefeller, who sponsored the founding of the "Psy-
chological Club" in Zurich where patients could meet and stay.  After some initial diffi-
culties this institution developed into a forum for patients, followers, colleagues, and 
guests from related disciplines to present and discuss their own investigations and experi-
ences in the fields of psychology and psychotherapy. 
Without doubt, by 1933 Jung's main concepts were developed: typology, arche-
typal structures of the psyche, and the process of individuation.  Obviously Jung felt the 
urge to put these concepts in their specific places within the common history of psy-
chology and to popularize his findings within the scientific community. 
The first four lectures in 1933 Jung dedicated to the issue of the "history of psy-
chology."  His drafts –, big sheets of paper with topic words, notes, and excerpts  – are 
witness of his own deep investigations in the field of the history of psychology as well as 
of his preoccupation with the approaches conveyed by his academic colleagues, such as 
Max Dessoir.  Strikingly, he made his own specific picture of the field, an approach 
which relied on the chain of ideas in which ideas had been found, forgotten for a long 
time and then refund (palingenesis).  In addition, he followed the specific traditions of 
psychological ideas in several languages, such as the lines of French, German, and Eng-
lish traditions of psychological thinking. 
The special attention that Jung, paid to the lectures is indicated by the fact that he 
ordered a shorthand typescript of the lectures from his personal secretary; at the same 
time, several persons from the audience had made shorthand notes, some of which were 
later transcribed.  These engaged audience members obviously were not regular ETH 
scholars, but rather were from the group of the members of the Psychological Club mem-
bers and interested public audience. 
An English speaking group around Barbara Hannah and Elizabeth Welsh immedi-
ately compiled an English version of Jung's lectures.  Starting in 1938, these typescripts 
were circulated as an unauthorized version, and were edited in improved private imprints 
until 1968.  As a translation, these editions never had the ambition of adhering to an aca-
demic protocol, but rather were intended to be a comprehensive account of the contents. 
For the first semester, Barbara Hannah relied on the shorthand-based typescript of 
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Jung's secretary, Marie Jeanne Schmidt.  In the later lectures she relied on the shorthand 
notes of Riwkah Schärf, a young Jewish woman, who at that time worked as a secretary 
for a firm of Christian devotional articles.  Later on Ms. Schärf studied religions and an-
cient languages at the University of Zürich and participated especially in Jung's studies in 
religion.
The most constant and academically exact notes of these lectures came from  
Eduard Sidler, a middle aged mechanical engineer, who obviously played no role in the 
Jungian circle and attended the lectures as an interested guest.  Another psychologically 
interested person who took shorthand notes was the young Otto Karthaus.  He later be-
came one of the first scientific vocational counselors in private practice in German 
speaking Switzerland.  From him we have typescripts of the later lectures.  Additionally, 
isolated transcriptions of single lectures have been found, for example from Lucie Stutz-
Meyer, the gymnastic teacher of the Jung family. 
Altogether we have the material for the compilation of a version of Jung's lectures 
in German which essentially surpasses Barbara Hannah's version and gives a much more 
vivid and concrete picture of the content of Jung's lectures as well as the specific atmo-
sphere around him.  Quite different from mechanical recording, the notations of several 
persons convey Jung's speaking in slightly different versions, relating their different im-
pressions and judgments so that a collage of all the texts together with Jung's drafts 
transmit a vivid picture of Jung's intention and the immediate comprehension of his lec-
tures by the audience. 
For example, the text of Jung's first lecture recorded by his secretary Marie 
Jeanne Schmidt begins with the usual statement: "Actual psychology first begins with the 
beginning of the enlightenment that is the end of the 17th century."1 Barbara Hannah put 
two important sentences before Schmidt's text: "Psychology is a vast subject; one could 
say that there were as many psychologies as heads in the world.  Alchemy and astrology 
were early unconscious forms of psychology."2 Eduard Sidler additionally adds Jung’s 
introduction which covers two pages of text and includes Jung's remarks about his former 
                                                           
1 „Die eigentliche Psychologie beginnt erst mit der beginnenden Aufklärung, also Ende des 17. 
Jahrhunderts.“ (HS 1055:6881) 
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time as lecturer at the University of Zurich 20 years ago.  "I had lectured for 8 years natu-
rally with alternating luck.  Then I discovered that one had to understand something be-
fore one is able to lecture about it."3 Then Sidler relates that Jung retired and traveled 
around the world, "for within our sphere of culture, the Archimedean point is missing."4 
Jung is referring to his experience of the past 20 years and his attempt to lecture about the 
discipline of so-called psychology, which would be a very complicated task.   
Next follows this sequence as cited by Hannah: "It would be possible to write as 
many psychologies as there are heads."5  Jung further explains that different psychologies 
would be built on special questions, for example on biological psychology, individual 
psychology and so forth.  He admits his difficulty in addressing a special audience of the 
younger generation and therefore begs them to ask questions: "But only in the frame of 
the lecture.  Not about the future of the European economy or the prospects of National 
Socialism."6  Then he goes on to a more general definition of his subject "Modern 
Psychology."  He chose a common title because the things he would treat would be of 
common nature; he would not "engage in specific scientific positions but rather make a 
picture that stems from immediate experience and thus show the development of modern 
psychological ideas."7 
Jung stated that psychology would be a modern science.  "In earlier times there 
was no real psychology."  And now comes the sentence his secretary noted, that is real 
psychology begins with the beginning of the enlightenment at the end of the 17th century. 
 This follows the statement Hannah put in advance of it: "There was always psychology, 
psychological demonstrations.  The ancient times had astrology, partly alchemy that was 
                                                                                                                                                                               
2 Original English (HS 1055:6882). 
3 „Hatte damals 8 Jahre lang vorgetragen, natürlich mit wechselndem Glück, und dann entdeckt, dass man 
überhaupt etwas verstehen muss von Psychologie, bevor man darüber vorlesen kann.“ ( HS 1067:1/1) 
 
4 „. denn innerhalb unserer Kultursphäre fehlt uns einfach der archimedische Punkt.“ (HS 1067:1/1). 
 
5 _“ Die menschliche Seele ist etwas unerhört kompliziertes, man könnte ungefähr so viele Psychologien 
schreiben wie es Köpfe gibt.“) HS 1067: 1/1) 
. 
6 „Aber: Im Rahmen der Vorlesungen. Nicht etwa über die Zukunft der europäischen Währung oder über 
die Aussicht des Nationalsozialismus.“ (HS 1067:1/1). 
7 „Ich bin nicht gesonnen, mich auf spezifische Lehrmeinungen einzulassen, sondern  will eher ein 
Gemälde _bieten, das auf unmittelbarer Erfahrung beruht.  Die Entwicklung der modernen psychologischen 
Ideen zeigen.“ (HS 1067: 1/1). 
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a most remarkable so-called 'projected' psychology."8  And Jung continues:  "To you I 
now will speak about psychology as a concise science.  Until Descartes…."9 In Jung's 
lecture drafts these statements are not written, he only wrote: "in earlier times there was 
no pschyology, which begins with the beginning of the enlightenment.  Until 
Descartes…"10 
Another page of Jung's lecture drafts entitled "Introduction" has a line crossed 
out: "modern psychology is empirical, in earlier times it was speculative or rational psy-
chology."11 He noted  the book  he used  obviously for reference: Max Dessoir,  The His-
                                                                                                                                                                               
 
8 „Psychologie gab es natürlich immer, denn immer gab es Menschen, Köpfe, psychologische 
Demonstrationen. Das Altertum hatte die Astrologie, zum Teil Alchemie. Das war Psychologie des 
Altertums. Das ist eine merkwürdige, eine sogenannte  projizierte Psychologie’“ (HS 1067 1/1) 
 
9 „Zu Ihnen will ich nun reden von Psychologie  als einer bewussten Wissenschaft. Bei kleinen Anfängen, 
noch bei Decartes ....“ (HS 1067:1/1).  
 
10 „Früher keine Psychologie. Beginnt mit der beginnenden Aufklärung. Noch bei Decartes.....“ (HS 1055: 
902  I). 
 
11  „Moderne Psychologie ist empirisch, früher speculative oder rationale Ps.. Noch bei Descartes .....“ (HS 
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tory of Modern German Psychology  (Geschichte der neueren Deutschen Psychologie).12  
A transcription of Jung's lecture drafts will be added to the critical edition as an 
appendix in order for today's reader to witness Jung's interaction with his academic col-
leagues and his efforts to integrate his findings in the history of ideas and the body of 
academic psychology. 
As we know, Jung's efforts in this direction were less than a full success;  until to-
day Jung's place in academic psychology is critical.  Hopefully a scholarly edition of the 
lectures will provide historical background and promote a more adequate reception and 
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12 Berlin, Dunker, 1902. 
